Suggestion for teaching: Jesus Christ is the Master Teacher. As you study the Sermon on the Mount, notice his teaching methods and look for ways you can emulate him as a teacher. Suggested Lesson Development. Attention Activity. As appropriate, use the following activity or one of your own to begin the lesson. Give each class member a piece of paper and a pen or pencil. 1. Jesus teaches the Beatitudes to his disciples. Explain that many centuries after the premortal Christ gave the law of Moses on Mount Sinai, the mortal Messiah ascended another mount to proclaim a higher law in a discourse known as the Sermon on the Mount. Display the picture of the Sermon on the Mount. The first teachings in this sermon are known as the Beatitudes (Matthew 5:1–12). Read “Mount A Teaches” by Louise Wasylkiw available from Rakuten Kobo. Mount Allison University has consistently been ranked among the leading undergraduate universities in Canada over the last... Not in United States? Choose your country's store to see books available for purchase. Choose Store. Add to cart. Buy Now. Add to Wishlist. Remove from Wishlist. Or, get it for 2400 Kobo Super Points! This kids Bible lesson teaches about retaliation and loving those who hurt you from Matthew 5:38–48. The idea of love can mean many things to kids—from loving family and friends to loving sports and pizza, or of course the idea of romantic love. What about loving bullies? How do we genuinely show we care about someone when we actually don’t? This lesson looks at what Jesus taught about loving others, and how he demonstrated what it means to love enemies. Lesson focus: Jesus gives us difficult but important directions sometimes— for one thing, He asks us to show love for all people, even...